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VILLA AGOSTEO 
Sacro Monte, Via dell’Annunciazione 6 

 

VILLA 

The  wonderful building was wanted by the ingegner Henry Agosteo and he dedicated it to his wife, 

Cristina.The project was elaborated by the architect Guido Ghezzi in 1906. 

The villa, with a spectacular panoramic view, has a composite façade constituted from two separate 

floors. The peculiar coverage is characterized by a slooped roof supported by beams in wood which 

frame two windows with elliptic form,enriched by floral elements. Both openings are surrounded 

by a rich vegetable decoration in polychromic ceramic  representing two bushes whose trunks  

began from the same basis. 

The windows’glasses are adorned with motives decorated with peacock’s feather and the two little 

balconies have, around all three sides, a decoration of spider in beaten iron. 

The gate of entry in beaten iron with woven ribbons has two pylons in cement decorated with floral 

elements. 

 

THE PARK 

The attached garden to the villa is steep and terraced. The crags are delimited by little dry stone 

wall. 



 

It is divided in areas, with the east part extended parallelly to the wide road of the Sanctuary with 

fruit trees, while to north it castles him a small castagneto and in the central part a small pineta is 

favorably developed. 

Two little roads, a big one and a narrow one climb, following the garden’s terraces,up to the 

ownership’s limit. 

On the back of the villa there is a secular chestnut tree, found by the Common of Varese and near 

there is a wonderful and mystical cave, partly artificially realized. In the tallest part of the garden 

there is a table with chairs and benches with liberty decorations. 

Thanks to the mild climate some palms grow favorably in the whole garden. 
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